Commanding Officer
2d Low Altitude Air Defense Battalion
Prohibited Activities and Conduct
Prevention and Response Policy
“Dignity, Respect, Trust”

I intend to treat every Marine, Sailor, civilian employee, and family members with the utmost dignity and
respect and expect no less of every Marine, Sailor, and civilian in this battalion. We draw strength from our
diversity and each member of this unit has something great to offer. Anything less than dignity, respect,
and trust is not acceptable.
Marines, let me make this as simple as I can for all of us as a collective; we will create an environment which
is free of harassment (to include sexual harassment); unlawful discrimination, and abuse (specifically, hazing,
bullying, ostracism, retaliation (with the exception of restriction and reprisal)); wrongful distribution or
broadcasting of intimate images; and, certain dissident and protest activity (to include supremacist activity)).
These behaviors erode the good order and discipline of every unit. I charge each member of this command
to thoroughly familiarize themselves with MCO 5354.1E to know how to identify these corrosive behaviors
and importantly our responsibilities if we are a witness or a victim.
If you do find yourself in the unfortunate position of being a victim of any of the above activities, know this
command will support you and will take every necessary step to provide you the help you need, and more
importantly, swift and appropriate justice in accordance with Marine Corps orders and the UCMJ. Report any
violations as soon as possible to your chain of command so actions can be taken immediately.
We have made a solemn promise to the parents of this great nation to take care of their sons and daughters
as long as they wear this uniform. We will not break that promise.

Semper Fidelis,

T. F. BRADY, JR
Lieutenant Colonel, USMC
Commanding Officer
2d Low Altitude Air Defense Battalion

